www.kompanii.mk
DYNAMIC WEB PLATFORM FOR BRIDGING THE GAPS
BETWEEN DOMESTIC SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
AND MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES IN THE COUNTRY

This project is funded by
the European Union

WELCOME TO THE WEB SITE WHERE YOU CAN:
SEARCH for your ideal partner company
DISCOVER variety of industries in North Macedonia
CONNECT and establish long-lasting relationship

www.kompanii.mk

ABOUT US
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kompanii.mk is a dynamic
web platform which
allows dSMEs and MNC to
create their own profile
and connect with the
perfect partner company.
the platform allows the
companies to present
themselves and place
their demand and supply
of good and services they
offer.
The platform allows
dynamic communication,
connection and
synchronization of and
between companies
profiles.
Also, we provide extensive
database of domestic
small and medium
enterprises and
multinational companies
from North Macedonia.

www.kompanii.mk

HOMEPAGE
www.kompanii.mk
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HOW THE
PROCESS WORKS?
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In 3 simple steps you get the partner you need:
CREATE ACCOUNT

Create account of your company by adding the
basic information, industry, activities, and
contact information. Your company will be listed
in the respective category.

SEARCH FOR COMPANY

the search engine allow you to search for the
perfect partner company by multiple filter
steps. you can find your partner company by
industry, by location, etc...

CONNECT WITH A PARTNER

the dynamic platform allows you to connect and
communicate with the partner company
through the web site, the only thing you have to
do is leave your contact address.

www.kompanii.mk

INDUSTRIES
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www.kompanii.mk

Agriculture;
plantation;
other rural
sectors

Basic metal
production

Education

Chemical
industry

Commerce

Construction

Financial
services;
professional
services

Food; drink;
tobaco

Forestry; food;
pulp and paper
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DOMESTIC SMALL AND
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

AD 7-MI NOEMVRI
Manufacturing activity
Our vision is to become a regional leader in the sector
for the production of plastic packaging for the food
industry, a driver for the economic development of
Gevgelija and Northern Macedonia, recognizable by the
quality of products and services, continuous
communication with partners, external suppliers and
employees as its driving force.
http://7noemvri.com.mk/
lazepetrov@gmail.com

ALFA ENGINEERING

Construction of other structures of civil
engineering

AD EVROPA FABRIKA ZA COKOLADI,
VAFLI I BONBONI EVROPA SKOPJE
Production of cocoa, chocolates and
confectionery products

“Europe" is a company that has left its mark on many
generations, and this recognition proudly brings it over
135 years, making it one of the oldest companies in the
confectionery industry in the Balkans. Thus, transferring
experience and raising quality across generations, it
becomes what is today - a stable industrial company
with production of around 5,000 tons a year and sales
on the foreign and domestic market.
https://evropa.com.mk/
evropa@evropa.com.mk

ARILJEMETAL DOO

Manufacturing and trading with binding
elements

The company ALFA Engineering was founded in 2000
and primarily the company is intended to act in the field
of industrial electric and automation, that is, the
construction of installations and equipment for control
and automatic management of industrial processes. It
also performs pumps and pumping stations for water
supply of greater capacity with all necessary
construction, mechanical and automatic-electric part.

The facility has a space of 2.400 m2, located in the
industrial zone MZT. The company was founded in 1992
and currently has 56 employees. Quality policy:
Continuously up to date with the latest achievements
and maintaining an assortment of high quality,
continuous education of existing staff, teamwork, great
responsibility, grip for the work and the environment,
etc.

Making solutions according to the needs of the users.

https://ariljemetal.com.mk/
radica@ariljemetal.com.mk

http://www.arc.mk/
info@arc.mk

https://alfaing.mk/
darko.stojnev@alfaing.mk

ARC

IT Solutions

www.kompanii.mk

AGENCIJA PRO AGENS

Issuing a professional journal on tax,
accounting and labor relations
Established in 1995, Tax, accounting and consulting for
HR, uncompromising in its work, 7 employees.
https://proagens.mk/
kontakt@proagens.com.mk

BLAGOJ GJOREV AD

Production of oil and fat
The food industry "BLAGOJ GJOREV" from Veles has
been synonymous with quality for 95 years. There is no
household in Macedonia in which our products do not
have their place. Eating and margarine "Crystal" are our
most recognizable brand, but we are equally proud of
the other products: tan alva, locum, jelly candy, spices,
sweet figs, soy products, etc.
http://www.kristal.com.mk
irena.kristal@gmail.com

ACDC DCAC
Surge Protectors

AD MODA

Production of overvoltage protection, Cinema service,
UPS service formed 1994, 6 employees.

AD MODA is a joint stock company for the production of
ready-made products. It started operating in 1996, has
630 employees.

http://www.acdc-dcac.eu/
acdc-dcac@acdc-dcac.eu

BILJANOVI DOO STRUGA

Processing and preserving of meat
The six stars of our logo show the honesty and guild
work of six generations of the Biljan family. As our
location, we have chosen an ecological landscape on
the shoreline of two waters Ohrid Lake and the Crn Drim
River, under the slopes of Jablanica, which abounds with
clean water, clean air, clean nature.
http://www.biljanovi.com.mk/
biljanovi@gmail.com

Production of clothes

http://www.ad-moda.com/
angel@ad-moda.com

BAUKOP

Sales of generators, renting of
construction machinery and work
facilities
We sell and service generators for electric power and
issuing of building masses and business objects. Our
mission is to provide gadget services and products to
our clients with exceptional experience and professional
integrity. Our vision is to be leaders in our area by
offering high quality services and goods.
http://www.baukop.com.mk/
baukop.office@gmail.com

BRAKO DOO

Final product made from metal
BRAKO DOO is involved in the development and
production of products entirely made of metal or a
combination of metal and other materials, for our own
production program or according client's design. The
existing assortment includes wire products, medical
furniture, street cleaning machines and other metal
products, manufactured and delivered to customers
worldwide.
http://brako.com.mk/
office@brako.com.mk
www.kompanii.mk

CODEIT SOLUTION

Software development
CoDeIT Solution was founded in 2012, it operates as a
non-profit company in the European market. Official
partner of Magnolia and Adobe and specializes in
making Enterprise CMS resin. Currently it has 12
employees. CoDeIT is a 100% Macedonian company.
http://codeit.mk/
viktorija.drangovska@codeit.mk

CIKLAMA INZINERING
Construction
CIiklama Inzinering from Gostivar, as a privately owned
company was established in 1991. The main activity is
based on trade of waterproofing materials.
In the past, the company has proved itself as a company
that sets new standards in the finishing works in the
construction industry.
http://ciklama.com.mk/
contact@ciklama.com.mk

DPTU REPTIL DOO

Retailers in non-specialized stores,
mostly with food, beverages and tobacco
Reptil markets have the best service in the city! Our
company was founded on the foundations of former
Centro Storages by modernizing their premises and
employing some of their experienced staff.
https://reptilmarketi.mk/
dlicblazeska@reptilmarketi.mk

DSPT VEZË SHARRI

Production of eggs, products and
preparations from meat
Farm Vase Shari was established as a German Macedonian investment by building a farm intended for
growing one - day chicks and laying hens. The Vase Shari
factory has a widespread distribution network.
https://www.vezesharri.com/
info@vezesharri.com.mk

FAKOM AD SKOPJE

Metalworking activity
Design, manufacture and installation of steel structures
and equipment.
http://www.fakom.com.mk/
darko.nikolovski@fakom.com.mk

DELMA

DARKOS DOOEL

Works on metal spare parts

Manufacture of gears, spare parts for
drive mechanisms

DELMA has existed since December 1992. It is
specialized for: preparation of spare parts according to
the documentation of the party or according to an
existing part for which we draw a drawing, and then we
process it; Repairs on more expensive parts and their
return to an original functional extent.

Darkos was founded in 1990. Since then, we have been
constantly working on developing our production
capacities and human capital, and as a result, we have
seen expanding the range of products and increased
production capacities.

http://delma.mk
delma_vlado@yahoo.com

FARMAHEM DOOEL

Trade in laboratory instruments and
environmental consulting
Pharmahem is one of the leading companies for trade
and environmental consulting in the Republic of
Macedonia.Firmly committed to our mission to "provide
complete solutions to laboratories", we are focused on a
constant search for new programs and services that
would enrich our offer.

http://www.darkos.com.mk/
darkos_dooel@yahoo.com

FORMA DOOEL

Sale and installation of industrial marking
systems
Form DOOEL deals with the sale and installation of
industrial marking systems.
http://www.forma.com.mk/
contact@forma.com.mk

http://www.farmahem.com.mk/
farmahem@farmahem.com.mk

INKOM INZINERING

Architectural Design and Performance
The company Incom Engineering was founded in the
distant 1991, the idea was to start with own business in
order to more effectively solve the problems in the
design. The company has 22 employees, of which 8 are
architects.
http://www.inkoming.mk/
inkodel@gmail.com

IMPERALIS GMB

Construction and service center for
jumbo bags and non-ferrous steels
Established in 2013, it operates as a service center for
jumbo bags and non-ferrous steels and construction and
civil engineering maintenance of industrial buildings.
http://www.imperalis-gmb.mk/
sales@imperalis-gmb.mk
www.kompanii.mk

INDUSTRY SERVICE DOO

Preparation, distribution and serving of
food, catering services
Industry Service DOO - Skopje is a family company,
established in 2002 with 100% own capital. Today, our
company is the market leader in Macedonia for
organized nutrition and industrial catering as a service
intended for the needs of the industry.
http://industriservis.mk/
f.smilkovski@industriservis.mk

INTER-HEM

Chemicals and household hygiene
products
"INTER-HEM" dooel-Skopje is a company with main
activity production and wholesale in the chemical
industry (pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic, detergent,
metal industry, etc.) which has been on the market for
30 years successfully.
http://www.interhem.com.mk/
info@interhem.com.mk

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNT

PRILEPSKA PIVARNICA AD
Production of beverages

The company for tax consulting and accounting
"PROFESSIONAL ACAUNT" DOOEL Skopje has many
years of experience in providing tax, accounting,
consulting and financial services to small, medium, large
entities and budget institutions.

Our company dates from 1924. The ultimate consumer
has always been an inspiration and motivation for
continuous improvement of "Prilepska Brewery" in order
to get the best and the highest quality.

Tax consulting, accounting and finance

http://proaccount.mk
info.professionalaccount@gmail.com

PEKABESKO

Production of meat and delicatessen
products
Pekabesko Inc. was established in 1979 as a producer of
meat and delicatessen products. There are 470
employees.
http://pekabesko.com.mk/
anatol@pekabesko.com.mk
www.kompanii.mk

http://prilepskapivarnica.com.mk/
ivona.chadamova@pripiv.mk

NET PROFIT DOOEL
Accounting and consulting services
Trusting partnershipa, individual approach to the client,
flexibility in using various accounting programs for the
needs of the client, preparation of analyzes with
financial indicators for profitability, efficiency, economy,
liquidity.
http://www.netprofit.mk/en/
marija@netprofit.mk

PAKOMAK

Packaging waste management
Pakomak is a non-profit company, founded on
3.12.2010, whose activity is the management of
packaging waste. In accordance with the new Law on
Packaging Management and Packaging Waste, Pakomak
from January 10, 2011 is the first company in Macedonia
that owns a permit for the selection and processing of
waste from packaging.
http://www.pakomak.com.mk/
i.brdaroski@pakomak.com.mk

PRIVATNA AGENCIJA ZA
VRABOTUVANJE PARTNER
Temporary employment

Established in 1990 with 18 employees, 5 branch offices
in Bitola, Shtip, Strumica, Kavadarci and Ohrid.
http://partner.com.mk/
partner@partner.com.mk

SUN SMART SOLAR SYSTEMS

Production of inverters for solar panels and
installation
Start-up company for the production of inverters for
solar panels from 2018, 6 employees.
https://kompanii.mk/listing/sun-smart-solarni-sistemi/
sunsmart.solar.systems@gmail.com

STEDILNICA MOZNOSTI
Loans

STENTON GRADBA DOO

Stedilnica Moznosti started operations in May 2000, the
main activity of the Savings House is microfinance, ie
loans to individuals and legal entities and collection of
Denar deposits from individuals. The number of
employees is 120.

Stenton gradba Doo is a medium-sized construction
company with more than 150 employees and
production of concrete, crushed stone and fractions of
crushed stone, concrete cuffs, and also a contractor of
objects from several areas.

CABTEL dooel - Skopje started its business activities in
September 2001. With quality product and service
portfolio as well as with immediate communication with
customers, Kabtel in an extremely short period of time
has been imposed as the leader of the new wave of ICT
services and expertise.

http://www.moznosti.com.mk/
ekrajcheva@moznosti.com.mk

http://stentongradba.mk/
stentonbt@yahoo.com

http://www.kabtel.mk
info@kabtel.mk

KONTURA
Graphic design and design services
Kontura is a design factory created in 2012 by two (then)
young graphic designers Elena Doneva and Bazhe
Tofilovski, as the next step in the previous successful
multi-year cooperation.
http://www.kontura.mk/
info@kontura.mk

Construction of buildings of Civil
Engineering, Hydro-Building

MAKPROGRES DOO
Food industry

Makprogres doo is an international company located in
the eastern part of Macedonia. From a small family
business founded in 1990, Makprogres has grown into
one of the leading confectionery manufacturers in
Southeast Europe, exporting to more than 55 countries
worldwide.
https://makprogres.com.mk/
info@makpogres.com.mk

TETEKS AD
Production of textiles
Teteks AD was founded in 1951 with the commissioning
of the Yarn Factory for production of woolen yarn and
wool for manual work. Today, it has two production
factories that are vertically connected - Factory for
Fabrics and Blankets and Factory for Confection.
http://www.teteks.com.mk/
teteks@t.mk

TETEPLAST

Making plastic tools and plastic
components
The company existed and started operating in 1997, we
have professional staff and the latest modern
mass-market consisting of the most modern CNC
machines and the latest plastic scrubbing machines.
http://teteplast.com/
george.todorovski@teteplast.com

KABTEL DOOEL
ICT Solutions

RADE KONCAR KONTAKTORI I RELEI
DOO
Manufacture of appliances for
distribution and control of electricity

Rade Koncar - Kontarts and Relay produces low voltage
electrical equipment for industrial applications. Our
product range includes AC-DC contactors from 9A to
400A, single-phase and three-phase voltage, bimetallic
relays, combustion switches, low voltage contact
switches, triggers and indicators, fuses and more.
http://radekoncar.com.mk/
rk@radekoncar.com.mk

TD EVROKEKS
Manufacture of candies, caramels,
chocolate products
As a company, producer of candy, caramel and
chocolate bars, we are represented on the Balkan
market , but our goal is to continue expanding into the
whole European Region.
http://evrokeks.mk/
evrokeks@gmail.com

www.kompanii.mk

TWINS KONSALTING FMS
Accounting, bookkeeping and
auditing; tax counseling
The company for accounting financial services,
expertise and estimates Twins Consulting FMS Doo
Skopje was founded in 2003 and has 9 full-time
employees and several external associates from various
fields engaged as expert consultants.

TRAJKOVSKI I PARTNERI DOOEL

UNI-LUX DOOEL

Computer consulting activities

Production of bread and white pastry

We are a small high quality consulting firm specializing
in helping large and small companies and public sector
organizations to change the way they run their business.

Uni - Lux was founded in 1995 in Skopje as the first
private, Macedonian company for production of soft
and baked goods in order to continue the family
business that existed for years. From this Uni-Lux is a
synonym for success and a blend of experience,
tradition and innovation.

http://www.tpconsulting.com.mk/
info@tpconsulting.com.mk

http://uniluks.mk/
info@uniluks.mk

https://kompanii.mk/listing/twins-konsalting-fms/
tvinsfms@gmail.com

VRABOTUVANJE.COM
Human resources

VITALIA

Production and trade in healthy foods
Vitalia is a company that takes care of your diet, and at
the same time your health. Our mission is to introduce
healthy food into your daily diet, producing and
distributing various types of products from the field of
healthy eating, which we have dedicated since the
beginning of our story, in 1993.
https://www.vitalia.com.mk/
brankicab@vitalia.com.mk

www.kompanii.mk

Vrabotuvanje.com was founded in 2003, and since 2004
it started functioning as a licensed agency for
mediation in employment. The Agency acts in the field
of human resources and provides services for
jobseekers-through free registration and membership,
as well as for companies-through professional selection
of employees to fill vacancies. So far, the agency has
created its own database with more than 65,000
members and has achieved over 3000 employments
through the mediation process.
https://www.vrabotuvanje.com.mk/
darkov@vrabotuvanje.com.mk

APTIV SERVICES MACEDONIA DOOEL

MULTINATIONAL
COMPANIES

Assembly of electronic bear printed
circuit boards (PCB)

In 2016, APTIV Automotive opened its first site in
Macedonia, in Skopje – Technological Industrial
Development Zone, Bunardzik. The site produces
electronic
controls
technologies
for
vehicle
manufacturers across Europe – making the future of
mobility work. Today, round 500 employees are working
in Aptiv Services Macedonia.
https://www.aptiv.com/
saska.aleksova@aptiv.com

COSMIC DEVELOPMENT

Providing IT and BPO Services
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Cosmic Development is an IT consulting and
development company dedicated to providing a diverse
range of IT services, cutting-edge technologies and best
in class solutions in a most flexible and affordable
manner.
www.cosmicdevelopment.com
info@cosmicdevelopment.com

GEING KREBS UND KIEFER
INTERNATIONAL AND OTHERS LTD

DIWI MAKEDONIJA DOO

Construction consulting and engineering

Consulting services in civil engineering
DIWI Makedonija dooel had been established as a
daughter company of DIWI Germany GmbH as a member
of DIWI Organization of companies. DIWI specializes in
the provision of design, construction supervision,
project management, technical assistance and
maintenance management services for transportation
infrastructure comprising roads, bridges, airports, ports
and tunnels, and also industrial and commercial
buildings, health facilities, water supply systems,
sewerage networks and waste water treatment plants.
DIWI also undertakes economic and technical feasibility
studies and provides environmental management
services.
www.diwi.mk
diwi@diwi.mk

DOJRAN STEEL

Production of steel products
Our vision is being a leading steel company through our
human resource asset and technology. Our mission is to
produce with safety steel products and services which
add value to our customers, satisfaction to our
shareholders, pride and reward to our employees, long
term relationship with our vendors, environment
sustainability and wealth to the local community and
the society in overall"
http://dojransteel.mk/
info@dojransteel.com

MISION GEING delivers complete engineering and
consulting services in geotechnics, hydrotechnical
engineering, road and railway infrastructure, energy,
mining, environmental protection, occupational health
and safety, geodesy, architecture and urbanism, energy
efficiency, supervision, laboratory testing, certification
of processes and other areas in construction. It takes all
necessary measures to provide quality customer service,
provides profitable operations, returns to investments
and provides quality conditions and standard of
employees.
www.geingkuk.com.mk
info@geing.com.mk

www.kompanii.mk

KOSTAL MAKEDONIJA
Manufacturing activity

JOOPONE

Furniture, Medical Equipment
Manufacturer
The company Joopone is engaged in the production and
trade of medical devices, as well as by sewing protective
caps, furniture, upholstery of honey, furniture, htz
clothes and so on.
www.joopone.com
info@joopone.com

Kostal Group is world famous company for the
production of electronics and mechatronics parts for
the automobile industry. "Kostal" began its success
story in 1912 as a family company.
Our latest facility in Ohrid, Macedonia brings a total of
21 countries where we operate with more than 20.000
employees supplying all major car manufacturers on 5
continents.

KEMET ELECTRONICS

http://www.kostal.com/
s.janev@kostal.com

http://www.kemet.com/

LTH LEARNICA DOOEL

www.lthcastings.com
info.mk@lthcastings.com

www.kompanii.mk

Kemet Electronics has been operating in this country
since 2012 in the production of electronic components
sector, specifically capacitors and filters.

LEAR CORPORATION MACEDONIA

Aluminium components and systems
Our 6 production locations in Škofja Loka , Trata ,
Ljubljana (Slovenia), Benkovac (Croatia) and Ohrid
(Macedonia) form an integrated unit, which is able to
adjust to customer needs in terms of production
technology and cost-efficiency. We intend to further
strengthen our market position with optimal solutions
within the scope of the technology network.

Production of electronic components

Automotive seat covers

LEVIDIA DOOEL

Production and selling of fruit trees,
establishment of fruit orchards
Company Levidia is established in 2012 as direct foreign
investment in Agriculture. Our goal is to produce fruit
trees for the domestic market in order to replace and
avoid importing of low quality of fruit trees.

Lear Corporation Macedonia has been operating in this
country since 2015 in the production of automotive
seat covers.
https://www.lear.com/
lmehmedovikj@lear.com

www.levidia.com.mk
jasmina@levidia.com.mk

www.kompanii.mk

SVEMEK DOOEL

Milling, turning, cutting and drilling
Svemek is a manufacturing company dealing with the
production of pneumatic and hydraulic machined parts
by desing of our customers. The main activities of the
company are: milling, turning, cutting and drilling. The
company started out in Sweden is 1970 and moved its
complete production to Macedonia is 1997. Continually
meeting and fulfilling the requirements of our
customers, offering them services with acceptable
standards and high quality. Through the cooperation
with our suppliers which benefits all sides involved.
Enabling continual motivation for our employees.Our
vission is to be the most up to date and technologically
advanced company in our industry and national market,
as well as a continual expansion of our services.

SEAVUS EDUCATION AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Delivery of the trainings at the
Academies for Technologies and Design
EDC is a private company established in 2010 as part of
the Seavus Group and a specialized training center for
education of staff in the fields of programming, design,
computer networks and software testing. Its rich
portfolio of educational programs includes organization
of annual academies intended for children, young
people and adults, specialized trainings for employees
and short trainings for individuals.
www.sedc.com
sedc@seavus.com

SOCOTAB DOOEL
Tobacco production

The company was founded in 1923. Our goals:
Continuous
improvement,
quality,
team
work,
technology. Our vision: Our Team strives to be
recognized as one of the front runners in the world of
Oriental tobacco suppliers. Mission: In pursuit of
consolidating our market leadership as top exporter of
Macedonian Oriental tobacco we will meet the future
challenges by operating under a set of values and goals.
Number of employees currently - Permanent: 145
Seasonal: 500-600.
http://www.socotab.com/
mk.info@socotab.com

http://www.svemek.mk/
k.gacova@svemek.mk

VITEK MAKEDONIJA
SWISSLION

Production and trade
PI SVISLION DOO Skopje, founded in 1998, is a proud
member of the concern SVISLION - TAKOVO , one of the
largest and most famous food and beverage
manufacturers in Southeast Europe. Our two factories,
SWISLION - AGROPLOD subsidiary Skopje and SVISLION
- AGROPLOD Resen, work on SL technology.
swisslion.com.mk
janjic@swisslion.com.mk
www.kompanii.mk

Manufacturing of hydraulic hoses
The Vitillo Group was established in 1991.Thanks to the
Vitillo families’ enterprise and passion, Vitillo is now a
leader in the hydraulic market. Our ability to
accommodate our customers’ unique requests enables
Vitillo to truly offer a complete solution to each of our
customers.
Solutions
include,
production
and
distribution of fittings, adapters, rigid or flexible hose
for high and medium pressure fluids. Present worldwide,
Vitillo’s strongpoint is the depth and completeness of its
product range.
info.vitek@teknohose.it

WIK MACEDONIA

Production of household appliances
This company is founded in Germany and is operating in
this country for 3 years. OThe field of occupation is
production of household appliances. Our goal is to
become more competitive by localization of direct
materials. Production of plastic components for small
appliances. Assembly of finished goods.
https://www.wik-group.com
lidija.radeski@wik-group.com
www.kompanii.mk

ABOUT THE
PROJECT
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Finance Think - Institute for Economic
Research and Policy in Skopje, in partnership
with the Change Management Center, is
building a web platform where one place will
have information about domestic and
multinational companies in the country. The
platform will enable self-promotion of
companies, easier access to information and
interconnection of companies.
The platform is part of the project "Bridging
the gaps between multinational companies
and domestic small and medium enterprises
in Northern Macedonia", financially supported
by the European Union.

More information at: kompanii@financethink.mk
www.kompanii.mk

www.kompanii.mk

This project is funded by
the European Union

